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                            J H            15:17 28 Apr 20
                                            My Air conditioning system suffered electrical damage and I entrusted Alpha and Omega to install a new 3 phase Daikin system with the I-zone option. I took Glenn's advice and the Daikin I-zone combination is simply amazing. The team performed a fantastic install at my clinic and the staff all love our new system. The I-zone is a stand-out feature. Thanks team, Jon            
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                            Peter Demetre            09:12 30 Mar 20
                                            I have used them twice and was extremely happy with their work and professionalism. My install was very difficult but they did it with no problem. Thanks!            
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                            Resplendent Pictures            03:31 11 Mar 20
                                            The service was friendly and very efficient. They even cleaned up after they left and left our place cleaner!            
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                            Sophie L            10:55 27 Feb 20
                                            The quotation is very clear and the installation team is professional, friendly and efficient. We are very satisfied.            
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                            Donna Layton            04:31 22 Jan 20
                                            Excellent service! From quote to instillation, they made the whole process easy. All staff were extremely professional and they did a fantastic job installing our two split system units neatly and in a timely manner. I would have no hesitation in recommending this company. Thanks Alpha & Omega Team!            
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                            Mike Molnar            03:50 20 Jan 20
                                            The staff were very prompt and professional in getting me a quote. Once the job was agreed and started they worked hard to make sure it delivered as promised.  True proof comes when you do have issues in how they treat this and Alpha and Omega worked hard to resolve any concerns with the system.  Up and running happily.Note: With Alpha and Omega we have introduced a custom solution to bring outside air into the AC ducting system, filtered, for a reasonable price.            
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                            Carlo Cofini            23:24 16 Dec 19
                                            No hesitation to recommend this company, family owned business for over 30 years so that says a great deal. Their responsiveness is great and actually take the lead in the comms. They turn up when they say they will turn up. Their professionalism and knowledge, courteous and polite staff is appreciated, very happy with their work and def will reuse them.            
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                            Margaret Grace            20:50 12 Dec 19
                                            Apha & Omega were great with their service from the first phone call for a quote to the completion of the installation. I would have no problem with recommending them to anyone.            
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                            Stuart Smith            10:05 10 Dec 19
                                            We had a ducted system installed at our home last week. The team were very professional, explained all details thoroughly and even cleaned up and vacuumed before leaving. Thank you to the whole Alpha & Omega team. Very happy to recommend!            
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                            Olaf Werder            03:34 22 Oct 19
                                            I am very happy with the service and team from Alpha & Omega. From inspection to estimate to installation they were professional, timely and friendly. I am also delighted that I followed their recommendation to switch to the "iZone" (a WiFi-controlled room-zoning system) at the same time as they added the lower floor to our built-in AC system in our home. While I tend to prefer working with local businesses, this one I can highly recommend.            
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                            Shawn Yang            02:25 19 Aug 19
                                            Well, we got machine installed last week, all the service is good. But last Friday, only two days after that, we got a flyer in the mailbox said if get installed by 30th Sep 2019, we can get FREE wifi system. So I rang the company, they said I can't get, as the promotion is just start. But for my personal feeling, it is bad as this promotion just happened two days after I got the air condition. At least they should tell me they will have promotion soon.            
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                            Robert Simons            04:13 30 Apr 19
                                            I have only the best things to say about Alpha & Omega air conditioning.The workman doing the instillation where very good always cleaning up after each days work friendly and polite. and the quality of the work was 1st class ! I would have no hesitation recommending them to anyone who wants to install Air Conditioning Regards Robert & Kim Simons            
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                            Ultra Horace            03:36 15 Feb 19
                                            Nigel & his team were wonderful to deal with. Nigel's advice was clear & proved to be exactly what we needed. Jacob's install was done with care & respect for our home. The little things that tradies usually shortcut, Jacob didn't.            
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                            Michael Spinks            21:34 16 Dec 18
                                            I have no hesitation in recommending this company. Their quote was competitive and Glen was thorough in calculating the best outcome for us. They were punctual right through the process. Trades were professional and did their best to use drop sheets and cleaned up well when the job was finished. We are very happy with the end result.            
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                            Paul Greenhalgh            08:00 07 Nov 18
                                            Brilliant is all I can say.No issues, Great follow up after the install. We were hardly ever there during the install, but they kept us informed on the progress.So, trustworthy, Professional and reliable so far.            
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                            Andrew Lui            06:19 01 Nov 18
                                            The team from Alpha & Omega AC were tremendous. From the first call to request a quote, first on site visit, listening to my requirements, providing thoughtful options and the installation from the AC technicians was exemplary. The install was 3 days and the technicians turned up when they said they would, were extremely courteous and professional during the installation, worked efficiently and productively to get the job done. At the end of each day's install they removed all rubbish from my property and keep the place clean and tidy. I couldn't be happier with the result. Thank you very much to the entire team at Alpha & Omega AC. I will certainly be recommending you to any friends/family should they be looking for any AC needs.            
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                            Darcy White            08:01 20 Sep 18
                                            We were very happy with Alpha & Omega Air Conditioning. They were competitive and provided a great level of service. All staff were friendly and obliging. We were particular impressed with Joel and his team. They were very experienced with installation and even came up with creative suggestions for placement of the air vents and return.            
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Sales Enquiries Between 9am & 4pm 

1300 156 466

Sutherland Shire Office

3/74-76 Oak Rd, Kirrawee NSW 2232

Contact Options & Location Map

Visit Contact Us
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